University of Moratuwa will entertain applications for the under mentioned posts from suitably qualified persons.

01. **Craft Demonstrator (Grade II)**

   Qualifications: (i) Should have experience in Welding & Smithy / Machine Tools

   Note: Preference will be given to those who have experience in more than one field.

   **AND**

   (ii) Should have a minimum of fifteen (15) years experience in the University / Government service or in a recognized Institution as a skilled Craftsman.

   **OR**

   (iii) Should have at least three (3) years experience in a skilled special grade post in the University/Government Service or in a recognized Institution in a field mentioned at (i) above.

   **Age:** Not more than 45 years

   **Salary Scale:** Rs. 21,932- 17x213– 25,553 p.m. [U-MN 1(IIIA)]

   **** In addition to the salary, the cost of living allowance and other approved allowances will be paid to the selected candidate/s.

02. **Mechanic Grade II**

   Qualifications:

   (i) Ability to read and write.

   (ii) Should be conversant with –

   (a) Reading scales, micrometers and recording fractional dimensions;

   (b) Specialized types of fitting of plant and machinery of steam, motor and diesel **or** the operation of workshop machinery such as lathes milling machines and shaping machines; and

   (c) Reading and understanding drawings.

   (iii) Not less than 2 years experience as a Mechanic or Machine Operator.

   **Age:** Not more than 45 years.

   **Salary Scale:** Rs. 21,356 – 16x192 –24,428 p.m. [U-PL 3(III)]

   (Salary Scale for 2017 as per Commission Circular No. 17/2016)

   **** In addition to the Basic salary, the Cost of living allowance and other approved allowances will be paid to the selected candidate/s.

   **Selection by trade test and interview**
03. **Foundryman, (Grade II)**

**Qualifications:**

(i) Ability to read and write.

(ii) Should be conversant with –

(a) Reading up to 1/64", use of pattern contraction scales, moulding work, composition and use of cores, sand gums and dressing generally used on ferrous and non-ferrous work, turning out pipe cores in loom and strickle cores in that medium on skelton core boxes of templates, oil and sand mixtures and their preparations and production of cores for casting.

(iii) Not less than 02 years’ experience as core maker in a Government Department, State Corporation or in an engineering establishment.

**Age** : Not more than 45 years.

**Salary Scale** : Rs. 21,356 – 16x192 –24,428 p.m. [U-PL 3(III)]

(Salary Scale for 2017 as per Commission Circular No. 17/2016)

**In addition to the Basic salary, the Cost of living allowance and other approved allowances will be paid to the selected candidate/s.**

Selection by trade test and interview

Duly completed applications should be forwarded under registered cover indicating the Post applied for on the top left hand corner of the envelope to reach the Assistant Registrar, Establishments (Non academic) Division, University of Moratuwa, Moratuwa on or before 25.08.2017.

Further particulars and application forms could be obtained from the Office of the Assistant Registrar, Establishments (Non academic) of this University by personally calling over or by post by sending a self addressed stamped envelope 25.5 cm x 10 cm in size to reach the Assistant Registrar, Establishments (Non academic) of this University or could be downloaded from the University website - [www.mrt.ac.lk](http://www.mrt.ac.lk).

Applicants from the Higher Education Institutions/Government Departments/Corporations and Statutory Boards should be channeled through the Heads of respective Institutions.

The Applications received after the closing date and not mentioning required information, unclear document/s or failure to fulfill the requirements will cause the rejection of application without intimation.

The candidate/s are recruited based on the written/ Practical /Trade tests and Interview marks.

**Acting Registrar**

**University of Moratuwa**

Moratuwa.

10th August, 2017